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Experimental Setup

exploring a multilingual translation model with a fixed size shared layer that can be
used as sentence representation in different downstream tasks.
systematically study the impact of the size of the shared layer and the effect of
including additional languages in the model, both in translation quality and in
classification tasks.

Models specifications:
Embedding layers: 512 dimensions,
Encoders: two biLSTMs with 512 hidden units,
Decoders: two LSTMs with 512 units & traditional attention
Language scheduler: uniformly distributed

Model Architecture

Attention Bridge: 1, 10, 25 and 50 attention heads (k)
with 1024 hidden units each

Languages:
English
(EN)
French
(FR)
Spanish
(ES)
German
(DE)

Datasets:
Train: ~2M sentences per language pair (Europarl v7)
Dev: 2K sentences from dev2006 (ACL-WMT07)
Test: 4K sentences from devtest+test2006 (ACL-WMT07)

We trained
● Standard encoder-decoder model with traditional attention mechanism.

○ bilingual models for EN→DE;

● Language-specific encoders/decoders enable multilingual training

○ multilingual models {DE,ES,FR }↔ EN

● Shared inner-attention layer embeds sentences into fixed-size vector space

○ Many-to-Many model (only 50 k)

● Each decoder receives information only through the shared attention bridge:

● Best model optimizes BLEU score on the validation set

○ context-vector are computed by attending to the states of the attention bridge;

● Evaluate sentence representations using the SentEval toolkit

○ decoders are initialized by mean pooling over the shared layer.

● Evaluate models translation quality

SentEval
Similarity Tasks

Classification Tasks
❖ general trend:
➢ accuracies improve with larger
representations.
❖ Positive effect of multilingual
training:
➢ Manyto-Many model performs
best on average even though
it does not add any further
training examples for English
(compared to the other
multilingual models), which is
the target language of the
downstream tasks.

❖ on the unsupervised textual
similarity tasks, having fewer
attention heads is beneficial
while negative effect of
multilingual models
❖ On the supervised textual
similarity tasks, higher number
of attention heads and
multilinguality contribute to
better scores

Translation Quality

❖ more attention heads lead to a
higher BLEU score
❖ the model with 50 heads
achieves the best results
❖ same ballpark in translation
quality from the {DE,ES,FR}↔EN
model and the Many-to-Many
model

❖ a larger number of
attention heads has a
positive impact when
translating longer
sentences.
❖ the performance drop
of the attention bridge
models is entirely due
to sentences longer
than 45 words.

